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taken in.conjunction with the numbercase suffix, the two together constituting the ending for a
noun: rc$ptoq,is thus KDpt-, root (word stem); and -og, ending.

83.37 In summary: as a rough working rule of thumb it could be said that the stem is that part of a
word which does not change in a given flexion, and the ending is the part of the word form that
changes or inflects in that given flexion.

E3.38 The morphology of declined words is straightforward, and is covered adequately in
Appendix D. The morphology of verbs is considerably more complex, i1nd ,eedr further
explanation and summary here.

B,4. THE MORPHOLOGY OF THE GREEK VERB

E4.O MORPH SLOTS OF THE VERB

84.01 Each form of a verb is constructed upon the basis of that verb's lexal (which is, or is
derived from, the root), to which are added the other morphs that are required in order to indicate
each relevant detail of information about it every time when it is being used.

84.02 A Greek 
_verb may have a preposition prefixed to it. A verb without a prefixed preposition

is called a simplex verb (i.e., "single lexal" verb, or, "simple lexal" verb); i verb which has a
prefixed prepoiition is known ut i ,r*plex verb or' u ,oipound verb (i.e., "combined lexals"
verb).

84.01 A simplex verb contains a minimum of three morphs and (usually) a maximum of five
morphs; a compound verb thus has a minimum of four morphs and (usuaily) a maximum of six
morphs.

84.04 The three morphs always to be found in a verb form are: the lexal, the aspect morph, and
the ending. Th9 ending will be: the pronoun, if the verb is indicative, subjunctire, optative or
imperative mode; the infinitive morph, if it is infinitive mode; or the numbeicor, *rrpi, if it is a
participle. A compound verb will have a fourth morph: the prefix ed preposition.

84.05 These four morphs always occur in the fixed order: preposition, lexal, aspect, ending. Each
position where a morph can occur is called a slot, and these four morphs thus ca1 be descrfbed as
providing four slots for verb information. Each of these four slots wiil be filled by one particular
morph out of a range of alternatives - a particular preposition (out of those available), a particular
lexal, a particular aspect morph, a particular ending. Each of them is thus like a selection switch -it selects for that slot a particular meaning out of the range of alternatives available.a2 These four
morph slots ate framework morph slots: they provide the basic framework for the structure of the
verb: they need to contain a morph, and if they do not, the absence of a morph is itself significant.

84.06 In between the four framework morph slots there are five other slots, four of which are like
simple on/off switches - for these slots theie is no range of alternatives. Rather, there is only one
Porpn which can be placed into a given slot, and if that morph is present it switches the verb to
have 

-that 
particular.me*irg. These. five are optional morph siots - it "y 

may or may not contain a
mgrph. P"y *., .i1- order: past- !ime, reguplication, pissive voice, 

-futuie 
time, ana specifier

(whose function will be described in #E4.8). In the nature of the case, because of iheir r.r'p".tir"
meanings, these_ five morphs cannot all be used at the same time in a word. In fact, in normal use
gnly one or perhaps two of these- five 

-morphs will be present simultaneously, though some rare
forms could extend this to three of the five.

84.07 The order for the nine slots (with framework slots in italics, and optional slots in standard
type) is: Preposition, past, reduplication, lexal,passive, future, aspect, rp.iifi"r, ending.a3
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84.08 The information jointly suppliedby the morphs which occupy these slots will define the six

variables for a particular form of I verb: the basic lexical meaning of the verb, and the person,

number, tense liime and aspect), mode and voice of the verb in the given usage. To state each of
these variables for a particular verb form is to parse it, and the five elements of gramma-tical

information should be stated first in the order given here, followed by the lexical form and the

meaning of the word. It will be noted that the first two grammatical variables mentioned (person

and nuriber) locate the form within its flexion, and the next three (tense, mode and voice) identify
the flexio, in qo.rtion.u Thus ),oocipe1a is parsed as: lst person plural, aoristsubjunctive middle

of ),6a, "I loosle". Note that in regard to tense, the important factor for the Greeks was not so much

the timte when the action was placed by the verb, but the type of action that it was, that is, its
aspect, and therefore it is wise ior the siudent to draw attention to this by putting loth of these in

bractets after the name of the tense. Thus for bA,$erc: Znd person plural, imperfect (past time'

durative aspect), indicative active of A,6o, "I loose".

84.09 In parsing a participle, the information given will be: case, number, gender, tense (aspect),

voice, foll,owed Uy tt. fait that it is a participle and the lexical form and meaning of the word.

Thus ),uolttvorg is parsed as: dative plural masculine/neuter of the present (durative)

middte/passive participle of Ltia, "I loosei'; 06vrog is parsed as: genitive singular masculine/

neuter o1the aorist (punctiliar) active participle of riilqpl, "I place".

F,4.l SLOT 1: THE PREPOSITION

E4.Ll There are eighteen prepositions and a small number of other words which can fill this slot.

These prepositiorrs are the-eighteen in #8.7 . There can be two prepositions prefixed together to a
verb (ior- example , ovv-aid-rce4tat, "I recline at table together with others"). A double

preposition before a verb is treated as a single morph (#84.161.ts

84.12 Large numbers of New Testament verbs are always simplex, but on the other hand

compound verbs are common. The simplex form is not found in the New Testament for some verbs
(moit notably -Baivro, -fu\t|(co, -tnpl, -reiva, -rt1;ro, -rptnco, -tpiBa, -266co, and -26ovva. (The

hyphen in front of these forms is used to indicate that in the New Testament they always have a
prefixed preposition.)

E4.I"3 A particular verb may be found with a large variety of prepositional prefixes: in the New
Testamen i, hupBdvar is osed in 13 different compounds with prepositi ons, Eyo and Qtpco ary .?ch
used inL4compounds, tpyolranand -paivcoin i5 compounds, ri1qltr in 16 compounds, pd))"a
rn 17 compounds, ayain 18 compounds, and tou1lttin 19 compounds. Writers were free to coin
new words by prefixing prepositions to verbs in new combinations, and numbers of such

neologisms occur for the first time in Greek literature in the pages of the New Testament.a6

E,4.14 Some nouns, adjectives and adverbs are capable of being prefixed to appropriate verbs like
prepositions: for example, ffi"oEin 6y),ottotttt), "Igathgr together a crowd"; (coi in (coottot6o), "I
hake alive"; rcarcflgin- rcarco),oyto, "I speak evil of"; ed in eiayyeLi(co,'\ announce good news";
and so on. These prefixes can be compounded together with a preposition, as for example in
ouve(onrcoiryoev (Ephesians 2:5 and Colossians 2:13) - notice that in such a compound the

augment comes after the preposition and in front of the other prefix being added. As these non-
prepositional prefixes usually function as part of the lexal of the particular word (hat is, taking
preposition, augment and reduplication in front of them), they are to be regarded as included
within the lexal (Slot 4). However, where a non-prepositional prefix takes an augment after
it, this prefix is to be viewed as filling Slot 1. Example: eiayye).i(co (ed + dyyeLi(a), aorist
eir1yy6fuou.

E4.1.5 Both prepositions and also these other less common prefixes have lexical as distinct from
grammatical meaning, so that a compound word contains two (or, as the case may be, three) lexals.
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The prefixed lexal interacts with the verb lexal to produce the lexical meaning of the compound -
sometimes this is a recognizable combination of the lexal meanings, and sometimes it is a new
meaning quite distinct from that of its components.

84.16 As two prepositions prefixed to a verb do not retain their separate and distinct meaning but
fuse together in meaning (in combination with the meaning of the verb's lexical morph), it is
therefore appropriate (and most convenient) for two prefixed prepositions to be viewed as and
treated as a single, combined prefix in Slot 1 (though separately noted in analysis of the verb).

84,17 Sometimes a preposition is so closely viewed as an integral part of a particular verb that its
origin as a preposition is lost and it is treated as being a section of the verb's lexical morph. In
consequence the augment is put in front of the erstwhile preposition: for example, brcdh4ro (Luke
18:35 and other passages), from rui?r1pat, "f sit"; rifiev (Mark l:34) from dqirlp4 "I allow".

E4.18 On the other hand, sometimes a verb which begins with preposition-like phonemes is
treated as a compound verb even though the phonemes are in fact really part of the verb's lexical
morph. Thus throughout the New Testament and in koinE Greek generally &arcovh,ar is always
treated as a compound verb (and augmented as if it were one, as in 6u7rc6veqN,{ark 1:31, etc.),
although strictly speaking it is not.

E4.19 For prepositional allomorphs in front of a vowel, see #8.79; #F,3.22.

E,4,2 SLOT 2: PAST TIME

84.21 There is only one morpheme which can fill this slot, and when it is present in a verb form it
indicates that the action of that verb refers to past time. This morpheme, which is known as the
past time morph or augment, is only found in the indicative flexions of a verb, because only the
indicative mode can contain indications of time (except the rare future participles/infinitive).

84.22 The three tenses which are augmented are the imperfect, the aorist, and the pluperfect; but
the pluperfect may be found without the augment as it can indicate its identity (and its past time) in
another way (see #E4.81).

84.23 The augment has a number of allomorphs, as set out here.

84.24 Where a verb commences with a consonant, it indicates past time by adding the prefix e-,
called the syllabic augmenr. This is the Syllabic Augment Rule.

F,4,25 Where a verb commences with a short vowel (including a vowel in a short diphthong), the
augment for that verb consists of a process morph (called the temporal augment), which is: the
lengthening of that short vowel to the corresponding long vowel:

The vowel:
lengthens to:

aeoalauotqn(DnnoE
This is the Short Vowel Augment Rule, or the Temporal Augment Rule.

E4.26 A verb has a zero morph augmen where it commences with a long vowel (q-, r-, o-, or c*)
or long diphthon9 (eu, eu-, or ou-; though some examples are found of verbs in eu- lengthening
to 4u-).

84.27 Some verbs which could have been expected to conform to the appropriate ruIe (from those
which have just been set out) do not do so but take, instead, a double augrnent: both an affix and
the process augment.aT There are not many verbs which do this, but manybf those that do are very
common ones. Thus:. dyro reduplicates its first syllable and then takes the temporal augment,
producing the form iyupv as its aorist. Similarly the suppletive aorist of Qlpa,-with rc6t byrc-
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(which has come from bvrc- - see #82.77) produces the form iiveyrcov. dvoiya has the form
dvtcp(a as an aorist (as well as some other variants) . 06La and &ivaltan take first the syllabic
augment and then the temporal augment to give the imperfect forms iiild"ov and riduvtiptryv
respectively; some others also follow this pattern. (See also #4.6.)

t,4.3 SLOT 3: REDUPLICATION

E4.3L There is only one morpheme which can fill Slot 3, and when it is present this morpheme
indicates that the verb is perfective aspect. Because reduplication is an aspect morph, this morph is
retained in all modes of a verb; contrast the past time morph, which can appear only in the
indicative. Reduplication is a combination of process morph and affix. In its basic form it consists
of this process: double the first consonant, and then separate these two consonants by -e-. But there
are complications which derive from the phonemic characteristics of the first phoneme or
phonemes of the verb.

84.32 Where a verb commences with the semi-vowel p-,the verb reduplicates with 6p- instead of
pe. Exarrrple: pimco -> EpptSa.

E4.33 Where a verb commences with a single aspirated consonant or with an aspirated consonant
followed by a liquid, then (in accordance with #F,2,82) the verb will be reduplicated with the
unaspirated voiceless equivalent of that initial consonant, followed by the letter -e-. Examples:
Qoptro + neQipqKd; )(pi@ -> rctXptrca; O).iF@ -> #0),tQa; |vrjorco + #|vqrca.

E,4,34 Where a verb commences with any single consonant other than an aspirate or p-, or where
it commences with a stop consonant followed by a liquid, then that initial consonant is
reduplicated with the phoneme -t-. (This is the basic reduplication pattern.) Examples: l.tico +
)"tA,urca; wruico + vevinlrca; rcvtco + rctrcveoKa,

84.35 Where a verb commences with two consonants the second of which is not a liquid, or with
a double consonant, the reduplication takes the form of the syllabic augment, -e- (which, being an
aspect morph when functioning as reduplication, is retained in all modes of the perfect). Examples:
maia + Enranrca; orcttrra + EorcaQa; (nda + b(iqKd; WOi(a + byn1prca.

84.36 Where a verb commences with a short vowel or a short diphthong (ar-, dD-, or-), the
reduplication takes the form of the temporal augment (which, being an aspect morph when
functioning as reduplication, is retained in all modes of the perfect). Examples: il,rci(a +
rfi"nrca; aicico + ijo\rca; a$$tlva + q$€qrca; oirco\opta + cprco\o1trlKd.

84.37 When a verb commences with a long vowel (including t- and u-) or a long diphthong (eu,
eu-, ott-), the verb has the zero morph for perfect reduplication morph. Examples: $orcp6,a +
iortpqrca; e$piorcco + eiipr\rca; idopm + lapat; b€oo0ev6,o -> b(ou06vnttaL

E4.38 There are verbs with morphemic allomorphs as reduplication which are exceptions to the
above general statements. There are three main groups of these. One group of New Testament
verbs which commence with a short vowel take syllabic reduplication. This is also referred to as
"Attic reduplication" (though, like the Attic Future [#C8.S5] this feature is "found also in other
dialects and even in Homer"). Syllabic reduplication consists of reduplicating the initial vowel and
first consonant of the lexal, while still lengthening the original initial vowel with the temporal
augment (in accordance with #E.4.36). These verbs retain their syllabic reduplication, including the
temporal augment, in their non-indicative modes. There are six verbs (two of them suppletive
verbs) which have this syllabic reduplication in the perfect tense. The occurrences of syllabic
reduplication in the New Testament (with the page number of the listing of occurrences in Clapp
and the Fribergs, Vol 1) are:
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d,rcfircoa
bytyyeprca byrlyepyrat
tLriLarca
bLiLu0a
OL(DLA

bvrivo26a

bLfi).ey1rat
dpaporca
opcopoTa ilpcbpoyltat
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(10 occurrences; p.58)
(1 I occurrences; p.570)
(John 6:19 only)
(28 occurrences; p.904)
(7 occurrences; p.184)
(Hebrews 1 1:17 only)

drcota
tyeipot
t),aiva
6pTopat
d,nil"Lt4tt
Qtpa

hear
raise up
drive
come/go
destroy
carry/bring

correct
vow
dig

d droF)
d bvep)

dil"a)
({eX.tul)
$l6l.a)
({evtel r)

dit"ev)
('lopo)
(lonuy)

These three New Testament verbs also take syllabic reduplication, but there are no instances of
their perfect tenses in the New Testament:

opvDItL
opDooa)

84.39 The two other groups of verbs with irregularities in forming their perfect tenses are: (a)
Two verbs commencing with a short vowel take both the temporal augment and the syllabic
augment as their reduplication. Thu s: dvoiya + avtratya; opri@ -> taparca (sometimes also
bdparca occurs; never "ciiparcd'). (b) Certain verbs take -o- as their central vowel in the perfect
(either in addition to or in place of reduplication), usually using it to replace another vowel; and
some others take -a-. See complete list, #C8.6.

84.4 SLOT 4: THE LEXAL

84.41, This slot will be filled in every verb form. There are one thousand morphemes in the New
Testament which can fill this slot; that is to say, there are one thousand verbs used in the New
Testament (#10.18; #C9.3) and this is the slot for the verb's lexical morph or lexal.

84.42 Each verb's lexal is capable of having a number of different allomorphs as determined by
phonemic (and other) factors: for example, La)"e- has the allomorph ),aX,r1- when it occurs in front
of a suffix commencing with a consonant. (These are covered in #F,2.) Some verbs have individual
lexal allomorphs in particular flexions: for example, Ba)"- (the lexal of ptfi,Lal) has, by metathesis
(#C2.96), Fha- in the perfect flexion, and this then becomes Fhn- by the Short Vowel Lengthening
Rule (#82.31). These allomorphs will be noted when encountered.

84.43 Second and third conjugation verbs (and some first conjugation verb lexals) take infixes -
affixes inserted into this slot. These infixes arc durative morphs, and may be either inserted within
the lexal, or a.re attached to the beginning or the end of the lexal, within the lexal slot.

84.44 Some durative infixes are added, within the lexal slot, to the beginning of the lexal.
Fourteen New Testament verbs form their present/imperfect tenses by taking a durative morph
which is known as the durative reduplication. This is formed in the same manner as the perfective
reduplication, but using -t- rather than -e- as the reduplication vowel. Examples:

stem do-; present indicative active, 6i6apt; imperfect (past durative), b6i6oov;
stem 0e-; present indicative active, ri*qltr (not "0i01tt7t"; #E2.82);
stem ord-; present indicative active, {orr11tt (not"oiooytr"); imperfect, iou1v.

84.45 A durative infix may be inserted within the lexal itself: for example, the -r- of orlltaivo,
"I indicate", the lexal of which is oqpav- (#83.17)

84.46 Some durative infixes are added, within the lexal slot, to the end of the lexal: for example,
the -or- of d,p6,orca, "I please", the lexal of which is dpe-.

F,4.47 Certain verbs add both an internal infix, that is, within the lexal, and also a infix at the end
of the lexal morph: for example, the -v- and -av- of pav)dvro, "I learn", the lexal of which is
pae-. These two insertions are part of the one morph, a durative infix. A single morph which has
two parts to it like this has the technical name of a discontinuous morph.
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84.48 Each verb of the three Conjugations which takes a durative morph infix will be found listed
by Conjugation in #C2.1-C2.5; #C3.1-C3.4; and #C5. l-Cs .7 .

E4.5 SLOT 5: PASSM VOICE

E4.5L There is only one morpheme which can fill this slot, and when it is present in a verb form it
indicates that the verb is passive voice.

8,4.52 Furthermore, when the following slot is not filled by a future morph, the presence of a
passive morph also indicates that the verb form is aorist. That is, the passive morph is inherently
aorist, but is "switched" to future passive if followed by the future morph.

E4.53 This morpheme is represented by these allomorphs:

VERB CATEGORY

Verbs with direct flexion passives (#C4.4):
All other verbs, all Conjugations:

IN THE PARTICIPLE, IN OTHER
suBJUN.rrTr* oPrArrv, *:_;_:t

84.54 In the subjunctive of all verbs, the -e- of the passive morph is contracted with the
subjunctive vowel (the lengthened neutral morph) which follows it. This contraction is marked by
a circumflex.

E,4.6 SLOT 6: FUTURE.TIME

84.61 There is only one morpheme which can fill this slot, and when it is present in a verb form it
indicates that the action of the verb refers to future time.

84.62 This morpheme is represented by these allomorphs:

VERB CATEGORY: ALLOMORPH
After a liquid: -€-
In certain specific verbs in -t(- (#C8.88): -e-
In the two direct-flexion futures (#Ca.\: A
In all other circumstances, all Conjugations: -o-

84.63 The future morph always collocates with the neutral morph; that is, it always takes the
neutral morph after it. For practical purposes this means the same as saying that the future morph
must have the equivalent present tense endings after it. (Note especially that -o- followed in a verb
form by a vowel other than the neutral morph would not be the future morph but the punctiliar
morph of the aorist - see #E.4.77 . Note also that in numbers of irregular verbs the future stem will
differ from the present stem, in particular where the present contains a durative morph.)

84.64 In those word forms in which the future morph is -t-, this always contracts with the neutral
morph which follows it.

E,4.7 SLOT 7: ASPECT

84.71 This slot will be tilled in every verb form, with these exceptions:
(a) in the perfect and pluperfect middle/passive of all Conjugations;
(b) in Third Conjugation verbs in the durative (present and imperfect) and the third aorist;
(c) in the aorist passive indicative (as this follows the paradigm of the third aorist).

These all thus have the zero morph in the aspect slot.

84.72 There are three morphemes which can fill this slot: the neutral morph, the punctiliar morph,
and the perfective active morph. The aspect morph slot is thus a three-way switch, which has ihe
positions "neutral", "punctiliar", and "perfective active".

A]

f,,,

ca
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84.73 Each Greek verb possesses a "basic" aspect which is already inherent in its lexal and which
can therefore be referred to as its inherent aspect. When the aspect "switch" is in the neutral
position, the inherent aspect of the verb's lexal is allowed to flow through into the meaning of the
verb form, unmodified or "unswitched" by the aspect morph. That is, the neutral morph has a
neutral affect on the nature of the verb - a durative lexal plus the neutral morph leaves the aspect
of the verb still durative, a punctiliar lexal plus the neutral morph leaves the aspect of the verb still
punctiliar. When the aspect "switch" is in the punctiliar position (that is, when there is a punctiliar
morph in the aspect slot), then the aspect of the verb is "switched" to punctiliar (that is to say, the
action of the verb stated as completed, or viewed in its entirety). When the aspect "switch" is in the
perfective position (that is, when there is a perfective morph in the aspect slot), the aspect of the
verb is "switched" to perfective (that is, the action of the verb is seen as completed and its effects
continuing to the writer's time, or as initiating a new state of affairs that is continuing).

84.74 The perfective morph is only used in the active voice, and thus it indicates voice as well as
aspect: that is to say, it is the perfectiv e active morph, a multimorph (#83.27). In the middle/
passive flexion this slot is empty (that is, has a zero morph: #E.4.71) and perfective aspect is
indicated by perfective reduplication alone (#E4.31).

84.75 There is no durative morph for use in Slot 7. For verbs which are Second or Third Conju-
gation and thus inherently punctiliar, a durative infix will be inserted into the lexal slot itself when
a durative form is required (#F,4.43). (There are a small number of Second and Third Conjugation
verbs which do not take such a durative infix: #C2.G#C2.8; #C3.3, #C3.7 .)

84.76 The neutral morpheme has these allomorphs:

CIRCUMSTANCES
Form final, or before upsilon or a nasal:
In the indicative, before a morph commencing with -e-:
In the optative:
In other circumstances:
For the subjunctive, -o- lengthens to -c+ and -e- to -n-.

84.77 The punctiliar morpheme has these allomorphs:

CIRCUMSTANCES BEFORE: A CONSONANT A VOWEL
Lexals with -e- plus a liquid (see below): -t.d- -uA-
Lexals with a liquid that does not come after -s-: -a- A
In 6i6apt, ri?r1pt, ffid -{qpt: -Ka- -K-
For all other lexals: -oa- -o-

[The apparent adding (above) of -t- to lexals with -e- plus a liquid is in fact the occurrence of
compensatory lengthening upon the loss of the sigma of the full punctiliar morph (see #E2 .43).1

84.78 The perfective active morpheme has these allomorphs:
CIRCUMSTANCES BEFORE: INFINITIVE A CONSONANT A VOWEL

Lexals with labial or palatal stem: Aspiration + e Aspiration + a, Aspiration
Direct flexion perfects (#C4.3): -e- -a- - 

A
For all other lexals: -K€- -Ka- -K-
(For labial or palatal plus -r- becoming the equivalent aspirate, see #82.61,82.62.)

84.79 The subjunctive is a process morph, the lengthening of the neutral morph. But the neutral
morph does not occur in the aorist forms of first conjugation verbs. In the Tormation of their
subjunctive mode the neutral morph is therefore first inserted, so that tt can be lengthened. Thus
the punctiliar morph and the (lengthened) neutral morph will occur together in the ispect slot for
the aorist subjunctive active and middle flexions. Similarly, the neutral morph occurs in the passive
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ALLOMORPH
-o-
o
-o-
-e-

I
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aorist subjunctive, where it contracts with the -e- of the passive morph -0e-, the contraction being
marked by the circumflex accent.

E4.8 SLOT 8: THE SPECIFIER

E4.SL Certain other information may need to be specified about a verb, and if so it will be

specified here, which is, as it were, the "last chance" to insert any other information before the

ending of the word is added.

84.82 The information which can be specified here is that the verb form is one of the following:

E4.83 Pluperfect tense active: insert -er-. (As this specifies the pluperfect tense, the augment in
Slot 2 is not absolutely essential for the purpose of indicating past time for a pluperfect active
form, and Greek writers often chose to omit it.)

84.84 A perfect active participle: insert -Dtd- in feminine gender flexion

#]:,ilffi lrX':"' 
singular masc/neuter

84.85 An active participle other than the perfect: insert -vr-, which becomes -t- in front of -E
or -o-, by phonemic modification (see #82.42). (The aorist passive participle also uses this
specifier, as it switches the voice to passive by inserting the passive morph into the form.)

E4.86 A middte participle: insert -ltsv-. (The future passive participle also uses this specifier, as

it forms the future passive by inserting the passive morph into the future middle forms.)

84.87 Middle voice of the imperative or infinitive mode: insert -o0-. (This specifier has been

lost from the second person singular imperative forms, where the ending -oo appears to have

dislodgedit, -o0oo not being easy to pronounce.)

E4.88 Optative mode: insert -Ln tn the aorist passive, -t- otherwise, forming a diphthong with
whichever vowel precedes it in the word.

E4.89 Each of these specifier morphs is mutually exclusive - by their nature, only one of them
will be used in any given word. Each of them thus functions as an "on/off switch", and when the
particular morph is present it "switches" the word form to the particular tense, mode and voice
specified.

B,4.9 SLOT 9: THE ENDING

F,4.91 This slot will be filled in every verb form. (If the slot is not overtly filled, the form will be
considered to have azero morph.)

84.92 The slot will be filled with one of three possible endings:
For the participle: the numbercase morph;
For the infinitive: the infinitive morph;
For all other modes: the pronoun morph.

84.93 The numbercase morph used in any given form will be the appropriate morph from the
participle declension paradigms, #D5.

84.94 The infinitive morpheme has three allomorphs:
When added to the neutral morph: -oev (which then loses its -o- by syncopation, and the -e-

contracts with the vowel preceding it);
When added to any other vowel: -val;
When added to a consonant -dr.

For detailed rules, see #C6.14.
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E4.95 The pronoun morph has the range of forms and allomorphs as set out in the paradigms of
Appendix C. Pronouns normally also indicate voice, and some pronoun morphs indicate past time
or non-past time as well (see multimorphs, #83 .27).

85. MORPHOLOGICALANALYSIS OF THE GREEKVERB FORM
85.1 The identifying of the morphs of any given form of a Greek verb is called morphological
analysis or morphologizing. It enables the reader to obtain the information-input of each morph
and thus, by interrelating the meanings from all the morphs, to understand the total significance of
the word.

F,5.2 The most helpful way of understanding the process of morphological analysis is to work
one's way through a number of examples to verify for oneself what is being done. The following
list (#E5.6) of more than 50 examples provides an opportunity for this.

85.3 Phonemic modification which has affected the morphology needs to be "unscrambled" -
for example, where there has been amalgamation, when -r- has gone subscript, when contraction or
elision has occurred. This is indicated in these examples, as required, by placing the contracted or
elided vowel(s) in brackets.

85.4 Where there is morphemic lengthening (that is, lengthening which is a process morph, and
conveys meaning), then in the case of the subjunctive the neutral morph as lengthened is given in
the aspect slot column, and in other cases the letter L is placed in the column of the slot for which
the lengthening indicates grammatical meaning (that is to say, is "morphemically significant").

E5.5 The flust one of these examples is the only New Testament seven-morph verb which I have
been able to find, and I believe it is the only one in the New Testament. It occurs (in some
manuscripts only) in Mark 15:10. (If you come across any other seven-morph verbs, I would be
glad to learn of them.) The other examples are given in New Testament order-

E5.9 Work your way through the following examples. First of all, use a piece of paper to cover
up the page except for the "reference" and "verb form" columns, and on this piece ofpiper do your
own analysis of the verb forms into the nine morphological slots. Then uncover the pige and cireck
your work against the worked examples.

REFERENCE
Mk 15:10
Mt 5:17
Mt 5:32
Mt 5:33
Mt 7:7
Mt 7:22
Mt l1:Ll
Mt 17:22
Mt 18:28
Mk 3:11
Mk 4:34
Mk 8:3
Mk 8:6
Mk 8:7
Mk 8:9
Mk 9:l
Mk 9:6

I
PREP
nap(a)
KdTd
ano
ano
dv(a)
b€

X,lt

Lo
6a
oty q

FaL
orrl
&6o
6o

lttltT
Lu
Lu 0rl
0n

u0e
Lo
oTrl
td

VERB FORM
nape6e6coKaoav
rcataLAoan
dnd"ehuptvrlv
dnodcooery
&votyrioere
b$eBil"o1rev
drorcaraouioet
napadi6oo0an
&no6og
npootntTETov
bntA,uev
bd,,o?rioovrdl
napt?rTrcav
napau0tvan
d,n6,Apoev
Eonyrc6rav
rj6et

2345
PAST RDUP LEXAL PASS

ede6a

789
ASPCT SPEC END
rc(a) €L oav
o(a) dt
A pev nvery
tTe
o pev
EL
@o0dt
Ag
ov
(e) €v
o vtdl
KAv
A va,t

o(a) Ev
rc(u) or @v
(a) €L A

),e

6
FUT

o
o

aftoKaTa
r6apa
dno
ftpoo e
bn(t) e
brc

rap(a) e
lEApA
dn(o) e

t
Lb
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t2
REF'ERENCE VERB F'ORM PREP PAST
Mk 9:42 BtBl.ryrat
Mk L0:7 rcata).eirya Kara
Mk 10:21 iyd.qoev L
Mk 10:33 napa\oilrioeru lld,Pa
Mk 10:33 KataKpwoOow Kara
Mk 10:34 bpnai(ol)olv b1t

Mk 10:48 bneripav in(t) t
Mk 12:4 dntoreil.ev dn(o) e

Mk 12:25 dvriorcoow ava
Mk L2:33 dyandv
Mk 12:36 0d)
Mk 14:58 rcarafu\oa Kdra
Lk 1:38 ytvorco
Lk 9:12 rcatal,tioaow Kara
Lk L4:14 furaro\o?ioerm dwano
Lk 22:68 drcorcpt?fire dno
Lk 23:18 dru6X.uoov dno
Jn L4:28 ryyanare L
Jn 15: 13 en
Jn 19:26 napeordna naP(u) e
Ac 3:13 dnoA,$ew dno
Ac 5:8 dn66oo0e dn(o) e

Ac 5:36 &eX.60qoav &(a) e

Ac 8:7 napakA,up|vot fia7d,
Ac L5:26 napa6e6corc6q fia7d,
Ac 15:30 dno06weE dno
Ac 16:36 dniora),rcav dn(o)
Ac L6:36 drd.oilfice dno
Ac 26:32 dndd.tSoilan d,no
Ac 26:32 btcerc1rchr\rc bnO €
Ac 28:25 dnd.6ovro dn(o) e
1 Cor 7:3 dno&66co dno
2 Cor 5:L rcaraX,u?fi Kdrd
2 Cor 7:L5 dvappvqoroptvou &va
Gal 2:L8 rcad,A,uoa rcat(u) e
Eph 1:6 iyoqtttvE
Heb 3:5 )"a1,r70r7oo1rtvav
1 Pet 4:L9 rcupauiltoilaoav lcapa
I Jn 4:L0 rlyanfircapev
Jude 2 il,r19ovileiq

E6. ACCENTS

34s67
RDUP LEXAL PASS FUT ASPCT

Fe FLq a
kttc o E

dyarn o(a)
60011 ot

KpLv (e) on

nat( o ou
np(a) (o)

orc), t.(oa)
oc(a) a)

dyan(a) (e)

e@) 0)

1,ooo

89
SPEC END

raL
L

ev
TAL

ow
oLv
v

EV

OL
o(a) la

OE

ow
(e)v
a
L
to

ow

xat

yev
1,ll
6o
KPL

X,ll
dym(u)

e@)

o4a)
),ll
6o
1,ll

Le fui
6e 6a

0e
t ota),

),lr
)"e 1,u
Ke d,Tl

Lu
6t6o
A,ll

nreo(u) ov
(e) re
nt(o)r a
(e) (e)v
A o0e
A oav
A pev oL

rc(a) o@ ot
Avreg
KAV
nrt
Ao0aL
Aro
o vto
A r(t)

nt
o p€v 01)

oaA
ApevE
o p€v (Dv

A o0 @oav
KA pev
aqa

or1

e@)

o11

o(e)

eG)
pLpvnoK

),u
L dyorrn

Ld,4 0r1 o
u0e

L dyarcn
il.n?uv 0e

86.1 GENERALPRINCIPLES

86.11 A brief acquaintance with the basic principles of accentuation can enable the student to
profit from time to time from the information which accents provide. A fuller treatment than given
here is not needed at Beginners/Intermediate level, but will be found in any advanced Greek
grammar.
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E,6.12 The accent was not intended to mark stress or emphasis (unlike in English), but tone. The
acute accent (') marked arising tone, the grave accent (' j u falling tone, unA tlr circumfleX ( ^, ^,
or -) a rising and then falling tone (a com6ination of acute and grive).
86.13 under normal circumstances, every Greek word
(#E6.3), which function as part of an adjoining word.

E6.l!- The position of an accent is determined in relation to the end of a word. Whereabouts on aword that an accent can stand will depend upon whether the last vowel of the word is short or long.
Short vowels (incl'rding diphthongs) are: a, t, and u (when shon); an and.or when nnuf ir*."p, i,the optative); e and o (al*ays). Long vowels are a,,4 and u (tonm long); rl, o), and the other
diphthongs.

E6'15 No accent 9T be placed earlier in a word than the third-last syllable if the last syllable is
short, or the second-last syllable if the last vowel is long.

E6'16 A circumflex can stand only on a diphthong or a long vowel (thus a circumflex indicates
that the vowel over which it is piaced is brg); ir acute oi gruu" can stand on *y uo*ri o,diphthong, long or short.

E6'17 When the last vowel of a word is short and the second la_st vowel is long, the latter, if
accented, must carry a circumflex. Thus: Lae, 66e, Laoan, dpr, ,?por, n"ou; a:"i fuii-ii'"E,
66o, dye.

E,6.2 ACCENT AND POSITION
When the accent falls on:
E,6.21 The last vowel,
86.22 Short 2nd last vowel,
86.23 Long 2nd last vowel,
E,6,24 The third last vowel,

If last vowel is long:
it may be ^ or '(')
it must be '
it must be '
(syllable cannot have it)
Exception: nd)"ea6 n6),eav.

carries an accent, except for clitics

If last vowel is short:
it must be ^ or '(' )
it must be '
it must be ^ (#86.L7)
it must be '

E6'25 When the acute ( ') falls on the last syllable of a word, if that word is followed by anotheraccented word, *ltLolt_any punctuation intervening, the.acute changes to the grur" itl. rno*
l:yy^ldg $1fiu (LslBl), 6u^t eilti ytlp. (L8/B3); ,Ina, rbi vilt;;(i4gis)luo, r6v nore (see#8632: L4lB13). Exception: interrogitivg tig,'ci ("who, whai'1 does not change its acute to agr-ave-' The only time a grave accent is writtenis whin it replaces an acute in accordance with thisrule; but a grave accent is regarded as notionally presrnt ipin every vowel which does not bearanother accent.

E6'26 When contraction occurs, if the first of the contracting vowels carried an acute, then this ,
combines with the notional ' on the second of the contru.iirrg vowels to form ^ (that is, ^, tcircumflex) on the contracted vowel. Thus )"il,6erc.ont u.ir til"ol,ari, ani-rcpw1oi"ort*.t. torcpwd (the future active - only distinguishable by rhis u...rifrom iiiir,tlipresent acrive).
E6'27 Nouns an-{ adjectives have constant accents: in all the various cases the accent remainsupon the same syllable as in the nominative singular, unless it is pulled towards the end of the wordby a long vowel or,affecr"{.by conrraction. Thris , d;ei0r;;j-itvepomo% but dvfupanav (becauseof #E6'23, #86.24); rcapfiia, rcapfitang, but rcap&dv i;;fi;tibn of i"jaia*rz, in accordancewith #86.26).

B6'28 Verbs have reg.ressive accents: the accent goes back as early in the word as the rules allow.Thus kio, tx6opev, Eloov, dn6)t1o3v, dnafi.rBut the accent cannot go back beyond an augmentor reduplication: fi)"eov and b(fiLlov (not i;E{n[d;;';1- ,?ii* and brfiKev, not ,,Em7prcev,,).
Exceptions to the regressive accent rule: it. innriiiu., purti.iii", i-p.rative.

I
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86.3 CLITICS

86.31 Some words arc clitics, a term meaning they "lean on" another word. They are of two
kinds: the enclific, which "leans on" the word which it follows; and the proclitic, a clitic which is

frpo-, "in front of", the word with which it is associated.

y,6.92 An enclitic is pronounced as if it were a part of the word which precedes it (with the

consequence that an acute on the final vowel of that preceding wgrd does not become a grave

under #86.25), and which throws its accent back on to that word if it can (so that that preceding

word may in consequence have two accents).

86.33 Enclitics are:
(a) The singular of the oblique cases of the frst and second person pronouns, F€, pou, pol,

and oe, oou, oot (#D6.3).
(b) The indefinite pronoun rt;, rt in all its forms (#D6.6)-
(c) The indefinite idverbs (#7.23): not6, no6, no06v, nag.
(d) The particles ye, "at least", TE, "and/both", and Tot,"trttly".
(e) The present indicative flexion of ei1ti, "I am" (#1.95), except for the 2nd person singular,

tL.
(f) The present indicative flexion of Qr1pi, "I say" (#7.64), except for the second person

singular, Qfi; (which does not occur in the New Testament).

86.34 The "throwing back" of the accent of the enclitic operates in this way:
(a) If the last syllable of the preceding word carries an acute, this does not chanqe to a grave

(#86.32), *d the enclitii's accent disappears. Thus: 'Eycb eipt (L4tBl2); o dyarcqrfiS
poD (L4[BL9).

(b) If the last syllable of the preceding word carries a circumflex, the enclitic's accent

disappears. Thus: b( 61tdtv rw€; G4l88), 6 naiS pou (L4tBl9).
(c) If the-second-last syllable of the preceding word carries an acute, a monosyllabic enclitic's

accent disappears. Thus: fi niouq ooo (L4tB2l), 6nioa pou (L6tB4). (If the enclitic has

two syllables, it retains its accent on its second syllable.)
(d) If the second-last syllable of the preceding word carries a circumflex, the enclitic's acute

is thrown back onio the last syliable of that word. Thus: odtoiv pe (IAtBt), tve$ltd
borw (L4lB8).

(e) If the third-last syllable of the preceding word carries an acute, the enclitic's acute is
thrown back onto the last syllable of that word. Thus: nwreiert pot (L4tB9), oh,oarctv
oe (L4{BZL}

E6.35 A proclitic is a monosyllabic word without an accent of its own, which is closely associated
with the word which follows it (that is, it collocates with what follows it).

86.36 Proclitics are:
(a) The personal gender nominative forms of the article: 6, i, oi, ai.
(b) The ihree monosyllabic prepositions commencing with epsilon: brclb(, ei;, bv.
(c) The conjunctions el, "if", and citE, "as, when".

(d) The negative adverb o6, oir, oi)C.

86.37 All these proclitics commence with a vowel.

E6.38 A proclitic is accented when (and only when) it is followed by an enclitic. Thus: dt ug
(L5lB5; L6tB4).

E6.39 When a clitic is emphatic it will be accented. Thus: 6 npoQicnE d ou; Oii. (L31830.)
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